ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Lightning is considered to be a major cause of supply interruption on overhead distribution lines. There are numerous methods suggested by several researchers in the past for the protection of overhead distribution lines against lightning [1] [2] [3] . Amongst those, surge arrester protection of the line is of more interest as it can protect the line from both direct strikes and induced overvoltages. Surge arresters always act to limit the lightning overvoltage below the flashover voltage of the insulation. In this study, the protection of a three-phase, 33kV wood pole distribution line was measured in terms of its lightning performances (flashes/100km/year) using a statistical approach. For this purpose, the software package Sigma-Slp, that has been developed to determine lightning protection of distribution and transmission lines, particularly, considering application of surge arresters, was used. This software makes use of multiphase travelling wave method for the computation of electromagnetic transients along the line and Monte Carlo statistical method together with Electrogeometric Model (EGM) to determine stroke termination on the line [4] . In order to estimate the flashover rate with and without surge arresters, statistical stroke analyses were carried out with different amplitudes of injected strike current. Two different cases were considered: the line in open ground and in naturally shielded ground. This study also aims to show the improvement in lightning protection level due to crossarm earthing at the pole where arresters are connected. To demonstrate the line arrester's energy capability, its energy duty was computed statistically for appropriate arrester configurations and presented in terms of cumulative frequency distribution.
SIMULATED LINE MODEL
The simulated line has a construction with all the specifications of 33kV overhead power lines from Scottish Power L20 document [5] . It considers a three-phase stout class wood pole overhead distribution line, having a pole height of 9m and an average span length of 90m. For the structure, a 2.5m steel crossarm, a 0.75m crossarm strut and an 80mm insulator bracket (only for the central phase insulator) are used. The pole structure and conductor geometries are shown in Fig. 1 . The line is strung with ACSR Dingo conductors of 150mm 2 nominal area. A mid-span sag of 1.55m was assumed for a 50 0 C conductor temperature which is sufficient to produce a minimum clearance of 5.8m above ground. A single 33kV porcelain pin insulator with 185kV critical flashover voltage (CFO) was used. The line was assumed to be located on flat terrain with ground flash density of 1 flash/km 2 /year. For lightning protection of the line, gapless metal oxide surge arresters with a nominal discharge current of 10kA, a Maximum Continuous Operating Voltage (MCOV) of 32 kV and an energy capability of 3.6kJ/kV were used. Table 1 shows the volt-current characteristic of the arrester used. The pole was modelled without top branches where it is represented by a simple propagation element which has a surge impedance equal to the pole surge impedance, a propagation length equal to the pole height and a propagation speed equal to the velocity of light (300 m/µs). 
LIGHTNING PROTECTION STUDY
Overhead distribution lines are likely to have different kinds of nearby objects along their right of way. These objects may provide natural shielding to the overhead line and to some extent help protect the line from lightning. In order to recommend appropriate arrester configuration in each case, an open ground and two cases of naturally shielded ground were studied separately. Fig. 2 illustrates two typical cases of naturally shielded ground considered in this study. It was observed that the surge arrester earth terminal connection plays a major role in determining the protection level of the line. Two cases were closely examined. Case 1: Unearthed Crossarm (Isolated surge arrester earthing) and Case 2: Earthed Crossarm (Non-isolated surge arrester earthing). In Case 1, the surge arrester earthing terminal was considered to be earthed with an insulated earthing cable isolated from the wood pole and metal crossarm structure. In Case 2, it was considered to be connected to the steel crossarm strut earthed with a bare conductor passing along the surface of the wood pole structure. To simulate these two cases, two parameters were varied. The surge impedance of the wood pole in a distribution line is very large, and when a bare earth conductor is placed along its surface (Case 2), the value considerably reduces. Using values calculated in the literature [6] , pole surge impedances of 4645Ω and 224Ω were adopted in Case 1 and Case 2 respectively. The other important parameter that varies in each case is the CFO of the flashover path. In Case 1, the wood pole has high surge impedance with an unearthed crossarm, and flashover can take place only between phases. The weakest flashover path is between phase conductors through the crossarm. CFO ins is the CFO of a 33kV pin insulator. In Case 2, since the crossarm is earthed, the flashover path is simply between the phase conductor and the earthed crossarm. Therefore, the pin insulator alone provides the total CFO for the flashover path (185kV).
Electrogeometric modelling (EGM)
EGM studies were performed to identify the stroke distribution along the line so that appropriate arrester configuration and spacing could be selected. To represent stroke distribution in flat ground, a modified two-line CIGRE stroke distribution [7] was chosen with downward leaders approaching the line vertically. The striking distance to line conductor (R c ) and earth (R e ), in this case, was computed as [8] 65 . 0
where I is the lightning impulse current magnitude and h is the average conductor height. Fig. 3 shows a summary of EGM carried out with 20,000 stroke samples on the simulated line for open ground and two types of shielded ground. It clearly shows that the two outer phase conductors receive more than 85% of strikes hitting line conductors in open ground. However, in the naturally shielded ground, where height of the shielding object is at least equal to the height of the conductor, more than 88% of the strikes hitting the line conductors are collected by only one outer phase (phase A in this case). This study presents critical information for selection of surge arrester configuration on the line. It is important to note that the two outer phases in open ground and one outer 
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Earthed Crossarm phase in naturally shielded ground must be considered in order to gain substantial lightning protection of the line.
Surge arrester protection
In distribution lines, surge arresters can protect lines against both direct lightning strikes and lightning induced voltages. The induced voltage flashover rate depends upon the CFO of the flashover path. In unprotected lines, the induced voltage flashover rate is negligible compared with the direct strike flashover rate for CFO of nearly 200kV or more [2] . The effect of the induced flashover can also be neglected when the surge arresters are separated by less than three spans along the line [1] . In this study, both conditions were satisfied and, therefore, the effect of induced overvoltage is ignored. Fig. 4 shows the flashover performance of the line without surge arresters. It is obvious that the natural shielding helps to protect the line. We can see that the natural shielding considered in this case can provide more than 50% protection to the line. It can also be observed that for the line without surge arresters, an earthed crossarm does not make any significant difference to its lightning performance. However, this is not true when surge arresters are used to protect the line, as described in the following sections. Table 2 presents the lightning performance of the line in open ground for four different arrester configurations selected based on the EGM study. It can be seen that arresters connected to an unearthed crossarm (isolated surge arrester earthing) cannot provide significant protection unless if they are installed on each phase and at every pole. The EGM study shows that, in open ground, more than 85% of the direct strikes on phase conductors hit the two outer phases only. This means that installing arresters on the two outer phases should provide at least 85% protection to the line but, in this case, only about 28% protection to the line is achieved. On the other hand, with the earthed crossarm (non-isolated surge arrester earthing), the condition is different, and installing arresters on the two outer phases only can provide more than 85% protection to the line. When the crossarm is not earthed, the flashover path could not be protected by arresters placed on only one phase. Even when lightning strikes the phase where a surge arrester • mark indicates surge arrester on the phase at every pole ♦ mark indicates surge arrester on the phase at every alternate pole is installed, flashover occurs between that phase and the phase without arrester. It is also important to observe that arresters installed on each phase and at every pole could not provide full protection to the line against lightning. Few flashovers were recorded when high-current lightning hits the phase conductor. Here, the overvoltage magnitude produced between phases due to high-current lightning strikes was more than the CFO of the defined flashover path resulting into flashover between the phases. Fig. 5 shows a typical overvoltage shape exceeding CFO when a highcurrent impulse strikes phase conductor A at different points along a span. With the earthed crossarm, the surge arresters are in parallel with the flashover path and, hence, give better protection than the case with unearthed crossarm. A 100% protection could be achieved with arresters on all phases and poles. Installing arresters at alternate poles is not necessary for all cases, since it does not provide better protection to the line. Naturally shielded ground Table 3 shows lightning performance of the line for two different cases of naturally shielded ground in the cases of four different arrester configurations selected based on the EGM study. This case also agrees with the previous findings. In both cases, installing the arrester on one phase only at all poles with earthed crossarm can provide 85% protection to the line. Installing arresters on phases A and B at all poles can give more than 96% protection against lightning. Even though an earthed crossarm does not make any difference to the line lightning performance when not protected, it is shown that it is advantageous to earth the crossarm and connect the arrester earth terminal to it to obtain better lightning protection. Table 4 shows the energy associated with the highly stressed arrester in open ground, and Table 5 shows this energy in the case of naturally shielded ground. In both cases, with earthed crossarm, arresters installed on all three phases are stressed with around 300kJ of energy with a probability of 0.05%. Since the line receives around 9 strokes/100km/year in open ground and 4.1 strokes/100km/year in shielded ground, the probability of this situation to occur per 100km is only once in 222 years in open ground and 487 years in naturally shielded ground. The tables clearly show that the arresters are not highly stressed even if the line is protected in open ground with two arresters on the outer phases and in naturally shielded ground with only one arrester. As can be seen, in both cases, the probability of arrester energy exceeding its maximum energy capability (115.2kJ) is less than 2%. It can be seen that in case of unearthed crossarm, arresters on all three phases can only give 2% energy duty that is below the energy capability of the arrester used in this study. For other arrester configurations (two or one arresters only), the energy duty is 10%, which indicates high probability of arrester failure on the line. Compared with the case of arresters on all phases, the maximum energy absorbed by the arrester is also exceptionally high. 
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